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JANUARY 

VOCABULARY

Transport

Ambulance
Fire Truck
Police Car
Airplane

Jobs

Doctor
Nurse

Police Officer
Fire Fighter

Teacher
Pilot
Chef

Road Safety

Zebra Crossing
No Entry
Red- stop
Green- go
No cycling

School
Traffic lights



SONGS & STORIES

JOBS SONG PETE THE CAT TRAIN TRIP ALPHABET OCCUPTIONS ROAD SAFETY VIDEOJOBS AND OCCUPATIONS SONG



COOKING
TAPAS

Easy Tapas for Kids: (20 ss)
Bread (1 package)
Sliced Cheese (1 package)
Cherry Tomatoes (1 for each ss)
Red/green pepper (2 of each)

For each ss give 1 slice of bread. Then give each ss sliced cheese so they can put that on top 
of their breads. Then give 1 cherry tomato to each ss so they can cut it in half and also give 
them red and green peppers to put on top of the cheese. When you have done all of this you 
can put your tapas on your oven tray to cook in the oven for 10 min at 180 degrees.



SAIL BOAT COCkTAIL SANdWICHES

COOKING

SAIL BOAT COCKTAIL SANDWICHES: (for 20 ss)
1 package of toast bread

2 packages of sliced cheese
1 jar of black olive paste

1 package of labneh cheese
20 tomatoes (1 for each ss)
1 small box of tooth picks

Teacher gives each ss a slice of bread. Each ss will cut their bread into 4 
pieces with the bamboo knifes.

Then the teacher will put all the ingredients in the middle of the table so 
each ss can spread or place the ingredients as they desire.

Lastly they will put the tooth picks on their cocktail sandwiches.



CHOCOLATE PUDDING WITH BISCUITS

COOKING

Chocolate pudding with Biscuits: (ingredients are for 20 ss)
3 packages of pudding
1 and a half or 2 liters of milk
3 packages of Biscuits (Burçak yulaflı)
1 package of Coconut powder
Plastic cups 1 for each ss
T and the ss pour all the pudding into a pot along with the
milk and stir it until it boils and wait for about 2 more min. 
for it to cook.
Each ss will get a plastic cup. Then they will get two biscuits
each and crumble them up into the cups given. When the
pudding is ready the
T will pour the pudding in each ss cup on top of the crumbled
up biscuits inside. If you wish you can put some coconut
powder on top.



YOGA 
with MS. 
JULIE

This month in yoga we did stretching and

learned how to relax with soft music to calm

our body with stillness. 



PHYSICAL EDUCATION

(P.E.)

o We played hide and seek in the playground
and we also learned how to catch a ball.
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